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The Mind Behind the Decisions 

Terry Cannon is the mind behind the Oklahoma Petros 

This is his 1998 Analysis Draft team and the reasoning for the selections made. 

 

QB: George Blake 

RB: Levens ESmith Rhett Phillips 

WR: Brooks Jett McDuffie 

WR: Anthony Early TBrown 

TE: Green Glover 

PK: Wilkins NJohnson 

Pick Player NFL Analysis 

1.09 RB Dorsey 

Levens 
 

Wow! This is not the selection I imagined 20 hours ago. I had targeted Faulk, 

and had fully intended to claim to him at this slot, expecting him to be the 

better rusher available. His selection just before this was a surprise to me; not 

that Faulk was taken in this round, but that he was taken prior to Levens, 

George, -and- Dillon. My-Oh-My! I lost a shot at a favorite player,and gain a 

preferred player in his place. 

Simply put, RB Levens is to much of a producer to pass over. He seems to get 

better and better each month. And, he appears headed for all-time fantasy team 

honors, based on his 350+ attempts and 1800 yards of production on a high 

profile team. But we all know that it's unlikely that will happen. Levens is a 

very good rusher, on a talented team. Should he give the Packers and Petros 
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1300 yards + 10 scores, this will be a quality selection. 

What about the possible signing of free agent RB Raymont Harris? I'm unsure. 

There are several teams in need of a quality back. GB could get him, of course. 

If so, I'd think a 30% production loss would be the maximum. If we avoid 

drafting quality players based on their backups, there is something wrong with 

our thinking. 

Levens at the 1.09 slot? Who'd a thunk it? I didn't dream of having this 

selection option, and could not be happier. Levens is a top-5 rusher.. and the 

best value in this round. 

2.04 RB 

Emmitt 

Smith  

First off, I tried hard to trade up and claim Corey Dillon, and get semi-

flustered when I can't gain a targeted player. The main reasons I desired Dillon 

was to avoid the difficult decision of selecting a RB2 in this second round. 

Smith or Smith or Smith? For nearly two weeks, I've thought it would come to 

this, selecting between two or more Smiths as my RB2. The candidates were.. 

Robert the Limp, Emmitt the Former, and Antowain the Young. Three fine 

rushers whom I grade out very evenly. So, how did I come to choice ESmith 

over the others? I promise you it wasn't a coin toss. Rather than give a check 

list of the rest, let's center this analysis on Emmitt. 

For one thing, this Cowboy team seems ready to explode. Smith will have a 

big year running behind a fresh offensive line and H-back (healthy back!) 

Moose Johnston. 10 or 15 TD's and 1400 yds is very possible in '98, despite 

that new Cowboy star on RB Warren's helmet. When it's 2-and-goal on the 5 

in close game, we know who gets the ball! 

The second reason is "viewability" Now seems a good time to touch on a 

players viewability value, too. Bills games are rare in Oklahoma, and the 

Vikings are only semi-watchable here. The Cowboys are the local FOX team. 

Each and every Sunday, the Fox fellas mumble about Dallas, my sons root for 

Emmitt and Irvin, while my wife is regularly asking about Troy & (formerly) 

Barry. In the course of judging fantasy players we perceive to be semi-equal, 

always take in account their viewability. Emmitt Smith is very viewable in 

Cannonville. I'll enjoy the 16 Cowboys games more by having him as a Petros. 

Trade . . Petros | TC's 3.09 +5.09 + 8.04 for Bones | Emil's 3.03 (Current) + 7.03 + 8.09 

"Speaking from the hip, I like Brad Johnson about as much as George (Am not 

a Raiders fan). Also, I could be friendly with Steve Young.. It's after those 

three that I foresee an important production drop off.  

 

With 3 passers and six selections until my 3.09, I'll likely have the option to 

claim one of these three. Trading up is not REQUIRED, but desired. I will 

sweeten the offer however, just a small bit." 

The above was my final trade chat with Emil. The truth is that I do like 

Johnson and Young, yet I felt George important enough to the team's success 

that I traded up, and paid for it with a 5th Rd for 7th Rd trade. All 6 of the 

pending picks I moved ahead of had QB needs. I gave up a solid WR choice in 

Round 5 to claim a superior fantasy quarterback. TC is happy. 



3.03 QB Jeff 

George 
 

Lost in all the "Favre-is-passer-supreme" talk is Raider Wonder Boy Jeff 

George. 1997 was another spotlight year for him. 521 attempts.. 3900 yards.. 

29 TDs.. 9 INTs. However, it was not an exceptional season, as the All-pass 

No-class George has averaged 3931 pass yards and 25 TD passes over the past 

three seasons. 

Now, comes the hardest part... I will be rooting for the Raiders to score [-gasp-

] often. Since I can recall, I've never rooted for these guys to do well.. and I do 

not remember every having any Raiders until TE2 Dudley was drafted by me 

last season. 1998 will be a new experience for me, thanks to this selection. 

4.04 WR 

Robert 

Brooks  

When Chris selected WR Irvin yesterday, I smiled knowing that I could get a 

desired receiver. Then.. a few hours later, Bob Joe (or is it Joe Bob?) jumped 

out and surprised me by selecting Bruce. My heart sunk. 

One of the unspoken "skills" of drafting is overcoming heartbreak. It regularly 

happens that we target a player who is selected prior to our drafting slot. When 

it happens, it is important for us not allow it to effect your selection mentality. 

I had expected to select RB Faulk and WR Pickens ~or~ WR Bruce in this 

draft. However, both all three were not to be and I was disappointed. The 

positive thing is that someone else verified my thinking, in selecting both 

fellas before me. While we can never draft each of the half dozen guys that we 

target, it is very satisfying when we do get them without overpaying. 

Shifting gears... Robert Brooks is not a one-man show. He and Freeman are 

the duo that earned MVP awards for Favre. They are the Clayton - Duper of 

the 90s. You can't go wrong with either one. 

A Brooks projection? Sure why not? 14 games, 70 rec, 1100 yds, 9 TDs, and 

three dozen TC smiles. Maybe better, too. 

TRADE . 

 

Petros | TC 6.04 +7.03 for Wrath! | OL'eary 5.11 (current) + 7.11 

TC happy. TC Happy. I again trade up -for a reasonable cost- to the current 

selection. 

My thinking is that Hansen (the next pick) and perhaps Harris has targeting the 

same fella I want. It's now or never for getting this player. He would not have 

lasted another 6 picks, I'm sure. 

5.11 RB Errict 

Rhett 
 

After the 40th to 60th player is selected is when the drafting fun begins. At this 

point personalities take over and we see owners personalizing their teams. 

Emil and I prefer a productive, semi-risky RB3 over a WR3. Bob likes to have 

dependable TEs. None of these "options" are right or wrong. It's our way of 

personalizing our teams. 

Rhett's move to Baltimore was no surprise. He sat out the '96 season and the 

Bucs replaced him with Dunn last year. The Bam Morris release freed up the 

Ravens to trade for the Rhett. VaVoom! A fresh start for the can-do running 

back. 

My selection was no surprise , either. In each FanEx draft, I've taken a RB3 as 

my 5th or 6th player. (Thankfully, it wasn't RB Phillips,as in 96 and 97.) This 

player gives me a RB3 that is proven that he can play and produce. Rather than 

take a WR2, I went with the rusher. Quality receivers are much easier to claim 



but felt that there are still many good ones left, compared to rushers. 

It comes down to a philosophy that after a few elite guys, WRs are mostly 

interchangeable. Let's look at.. ohhh.. The AFC West in November. Here are 

the 1997 production of that division's best WRs during their 5 November 

games. 

Rison/KC === 4-52-0, 3-54-0, 4-44-0, 6-90-0, 5-117-2=22-357-2 

Brown/OAK= 10-163-0, 5-43-0, 4-30-0, 8-55-0, 8-105-1 = 35-416-1 

Jett/OAK === 2-22-1, 0-0-0, 4-68-1, 5-68-0, 3-86-1 = 14-244-3 

Martin/SD == 7-69-0, 5-100-2, 3-58-0, 1-5-0, 8-78-1 = 24-310-3 

McCaffrey/DEN= 1-8-0, 0-0-0, 2-16-0, 4-51-0, 7-111-2 = 14-186-2 

RSmith/DEN=5-114-1, 4-40-1, 7-114-0, 3-41-1, 4-40-1 = 23-349-4 

Galloway/SEA=8-98-0, 3-84-2, 5-68-0, 3-36-1, 3-34-1= 22-320-4 

McKnight/SEA=2-41-1, 2-27-0, 3-67-1, 4-66-0, 5-61-0=16-262-2 

11/02/98 Best = RSmith, Brown 

11/09/98 Best = Martin, Galloway 

11/16/98 Best = Jett, McKnight 

11/23/98 Best = Galloway, RSmith 

11/30/98 Best = Rison, McCaffrey 

November Best = RSmith, Galloway 

Of these 8 receivers, each had a "best" game in October 1997. The guy who is 

general considered the most valuable; Tim Brown, was top dog only once. 

RSmith and Galloway twice in five games. McCaffrey had a great final game, 

and nothing prior. 

Remember that was just 5 of 30 teams. It is a crap shoot. And, a crap shoot 

that can be used to your advantage on draft day. While doing that, do not 

forget to get "some" WRs. A reasonable selection of 5-6-7 guys will allow you 

a chance to get a "surprise" (RMoore, Jett, Emanuel, McCaffrey, Alexander in 

97) and start the 2 or 3 guys that you project most productive. 

Now, I gotta tell ya something. If Rhett had been gone at 4.11, I would not 

have traded up for the remaining Glenn. I would have waited 6 more picks.. 

then not taken a WR. -Hehehe- 

Trivia : Rhett was the 2.02 selection in the 1996 FanEx draft. He was selected 

by the eventual champion, too. He's a player. 

TRADE . 

 

Oklahoma Petros | TC 7.11 + 8.10 + 10.04 for 

Team Kneivel | Harris-Bryant 6.11 (current) + 8.03 +15.10 

In a continued effort to draft the players I desire, I move up 12 slots today and 

up a few next week in exchange for a 4 dozen [-gasp!-] slots later. Death 

Squad was offered the same package for the 6.12, and I accepted the first 

positive reply from Joe Bob's Kneivel guys. 

There are 4-5-6 very talented WRs undrafted. I wanted at least one of those, 

and do not believe that I'll secure as positive a player later as now. The cost is 

reasonable, too. I get a can-start guy in place of a maybe start fella four rounds 



later. 

Did you notice that I was able to trade up THREE times (3rd, 5th, 6th Rds) 

and yet, afterwards, have a scheduled pick in every round, except the 10th? I 

got my QB1, RB3, & WR2 without any real loss. This is a prime example of 

trading for your "targeted" players. 

This also shows why I like an E-mail draft over a live draft. With the quicker 

paced live drafts, deals like these are hard to agree on. Confession Time: I 

somewhat dread the LIVE draft for that reason. 

6.11 WR James 

Jett 
 

To quote Mastermind Mike, "Jett was a gift from heaven to 1997 owners by 

scoring 12 times." He and Rob Moore were easily the surprise players of last 

year. However, to expect the same production in 98 is silly. 

Even sillier would be to totally discount his production by labeling it a "fluke". 

Drafters did right by not overrating him, but now is the time for Jett to find a 

FanEx home. He's fast. He's in a groove. He's got a rocket-armed passer who 

likes him. Besides all, that, I like the double play possibilities of my George - 

Jett duo. 600 or 800 yards, 6-8-10 scores are welcomed, but considering the 

talent of teammate Tim Brown, I am very unsure what to expect, other than an 

exciting player. 

Yep.. TC is a Raider fan this year. Never thought I'd see the day. -Joy- 

7.09 WR O.J. 

McDuffie 
 

Let me start this analysis by putting a semi-important fact on the table. I DO 

NOT LIKE OJ MCDUFFIE. Never have. He's averaged 70-900-5 numbers 

without my support. But, how can a WR1 have a single score in his last 78 

receptions? He's a fine WR and very underutilized. Why? It beats me.. 

So why McD, and why now? He was selected over others (let's not name 

names, as I pick again in 6 slots) mainly because it was the right thing to do. 

McDuffie is the main Dolphin target, seems to know his profession, and does 

not have an injury history. In short, he has more opportunity than the rest. He's 

a WR1 on a team that has no other "notable" receivers and the main headliner 

is an aging Dan Marino. A 10-score season would not surprise me, but I do not 

expect it. 

This follows last season's drafting of middle round WRs AReed & Thigpen. I 

need a WR that can be a regular starter. I'd prefer a veteran, who is the lead 

target on his NFL team. Like him or not, McD and I are 1997 partners. 

8.03 QB Jeff 

Blake 
 

Blake is a fine, fine example of how stats can mislead us. Prior to 1997, Busto 

Blake was an outstanding quarterback. He was often mentioned with Bledsoe 

and Brunell as a top AFC passer and fantasy power. Looking at the numbers -

except for a decrease in games started (11) and TDs (8), the 1997 Blake looks 

pretty much like the 95 & 96 Blake. The yards, comp pct, INTs, rushes, and 

passing ratings look the same. But this sameness is only on paper. Those that 

saw the '97 Bengals know that Blake had a horrible season. 

He lead the Bengals to a awful 3-9 record, and did not make many 

professional throws. In 6 games, he earned fewer than 175 yds, and only once 

did he have multiple TDs. Bluntly put, he stunk up the joint. However, Paul 

Justin is not an Esiason, and Blake will certainly remain the starter. Like him 

or not, you gotta admit that Pickens, Scott, McGee, and those RBs are 



attractive targets. 

We only have 2 QB slots in this contest, and I'm betting that Jeff Blake will 

out produce the other QB2s and provide reasonable support to QB1 Jeff 

George. 

[Ouch. I just noticed a strong AFC flavor to my team. I'll need to change that 

with the next few selections. Yes sir.] 

9.09 TE Eric 

Green 
 

I wanted to select Eric Green in the 8th round, until I began investigating 

things. The Big Green has a very poor drafting reputation in FanEx. Each of 

the past seasons, he's been a final round selection. (I took him at 16.07 last 

year, and started Green a majority of the time over the 7th rounder Dilger) In 

short, I knew he'd last another draft round, and took my QB2, instead. 

As this selection came close, I was rethinking my options and remembered 

another semi-TE that might have better than Green. After a quick contact with 

the commission, I was informed that Raider Harvey Williams is a RB (based 

on our league rules), so that -weird - TE option was voided. 

We must select a pair of TEs during the draft. I do like Green over Dilger, 

Drayton, and the field. The only true worry to Green being a respectable 

producer is QB Harbaugh's history of avoiding the TE targets. Nothings for 

sure. We'll see. 

Thanks to prior upgrading, my next pick is at #11.09. 

TRADE . 

 

Petros | TC's 11.09 + 13.09 for Candy Bones | Kadlec #11.03 (current) +16.10 

Trade for who you want. I wanted Lawrence, and was fearful that someone 

else would take him in the 8 slots I moved up. So the team went from the poor 

13.09 slot to the worst 16.01 for the rusher. Guess, I'll only get my 8th choice 

at PK now. Oh well... 

11.03 RB 

Lawence 

Phillips  

Phillips? Yes, Phillips. For the third season, too. He's a outlaw off the field. 

He's a damn good football player on it. Jabbar seems in JJ's unending dog 

house on alternate weeks. Avery is a rookie wishing he could play. And 

Phillips is the type on talent that few can ignore. Phillips is in battle with 

incumbent starter Abdul-Jabbar. I would be unsurprised if Phillips were not 

the Dolphins best fantasy back. 

In this interesting scoring format of unnamed starters, it's almost like one of 

those fancy best-ball scramble golf deals. My four rushers tee it up each 

weekend, and the best two scorers are the automatic starters. They go round 

and around and around, and wonderfully, we don't have to name the best 

player in advance. I think I like the set up. My rushers look like they will carry 

the team. Levens + ESmith + Rhett + Phillips gives me a full house of bang- 

or- bust rushers. This may be the league most explosive group, too. Any or all 

could have 10 scores. 

 



TRADE . 

 

Petros | TCs 12.04 + 14.04 for Thunderbolts | Cahill 11.07 (current) + 16.06 

We all pretty much agree that there are no "sleepers" for a solid online league. 

What I have access to, you have access to, the entire membership has access 

to, etc. 

With only three WRs claimed, I need some "reasonable" bodies to fill the 

roster. Duane and I think differently on the subject. I really prefer a could-do-it 

name player over a longshot. Supporting players are important to me. This 12 

+ 14 for this "name" + "junk" trade fits me. I like having the option of 

selecting a ...bla bla bla bla.. You've heard it all from me before. I'll just hush 

up and thank Duane for the uptrade. 

11.07 WR Reidel 

Anthony 
 

2nd year man, Anthony had a respectable rookie season (35-450-4) as he 

started 12 gms, and while he seldom got close to a 100 yd - 2 games, he 

looked as good as possible on the RB-led Buc team. 

The addition of Emanual and JGreen makes TB a thick WR team. A surprise 

season by Anthony is possible, yet (like all players taken at this stage of 

drafting) unlikley. I'm hoping for 60-700-8, and a few startable weeks of 

production. 

After Anthony - Stokes - Pritchard the level of WR, quality of draftable WRs 

seems to drop yet another notch. Forgive my sharing a thought here, but.. 

doesn't Anthony provide better WR depth than a handfull of the recently 

drafted guys? Sure he does. I certainly think so. 

15.09 WR Quinn 

Early 
 

50 draft slots and 438 hours later... 

"Early could be the main receiever in Buffalo." -1996 

"Early could replace Reed as the playmaker." -1997 

"Early, not Reed, could be the WR star with all the major stats." -1998 

Don't believe everything you read, guys. After a respectable 2 year career with 

the Bills, he has numbers of 142-1675-9. The clear message here is "Early 

could".. do better. Most will overlook this non-spotlight WR on a non-

spotlight team, as few will recall that he equaled Reed in every 1998 

production category. 

15.10 WR Troy 

Brown 
 

Call it my "Brisby Syndrome", if you'd like. After two full seasons of carrying 

Bounceback Brisby on my Petro roster, I'm going to pin that tail on a different 

donkey. 

Brown seems to be a likable target (41-610-6) for Bledsoe, when he was one 

the field. Until Jefferson shows some "polish", Brown will continue to get 

opportunities, and scores. 

16.04 PK Jeff 

Wilkins 
 

A good kicker gone bad, I'm hoping for Wilkins to return and be as respected 

as he was prior to departing San Fran. Last season, the Rams had a surprising 

37 FG attempts rate, due to their lack of TD scoring ability. Give me 35+ 

again, and it'll be an upset. 

[Note: I desired the current 49er kicker at this slot. However, It is mid-July, 

and it's unsure whom that will be.] 



16.06 PK Norm 

Johnson 
 

When grabbing this final kicker, I looked more at the team than the kicker 

(Saint's Brien may be the best undrafted talent), figuring that playoff 

contenders will outscore alsorans, I am taking Johnson. 

Norm Johnson knows his placement. As one of the league's senior kickers, he 

also knows his value to the team. The only concern here is that PITT's FG 

attempts have dropped each year since Bettis joined the team. FG attempts 

have fell from 41 to 30 to 25 each season. 

16.10 TE 

Andrew 

Glover  

The Vikings have a strong WR corp that will continue to draw the defense's 

attention. Making the TE a fine option. Oddly enough, Glover shares the TE 

slot with a better-blocking Goodwin -and- he still received a 3-year/$3M 

contract during the off season. With that kind of agreement, it's production 

time for Mr Glover. 
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